
U S A S F . N E TNov i c e SE LECT  B u i l d i n g  3

BUILDING
Skill: Full Twisting Transition from 
Prep Level to Below Prep Level 
Novice SELECT Level 3 Building

B.3 Supplies / Aids:
Video/Pictures

Conditioning:

Notes:

Safety:

1 Knee should not bend 
past 90 degrees so Top 
Person can step lock 
tighten saftly.

Core stays tight.  

Shoulders and hips 
rotate as one.

Bases stay close 
together and reach high 
for initate the catch.

To protect the bases - 
Top keeps arms in on the 
catch

Base keep arms close 
together so top does 
not slide through on the 
catch.
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Entry

Main Base -Starts with hands on the top’s right  ankle and leg.  Helping lift up o! the 
base.
 
Side Base - Starts from a prep basing position holding the righrt foot. 
 
Top - Starts with left leg hitched on the spotter and the right leg straight with the foot 
in base’s hand at prep level.
 
Spotter - Starts with arms extended to eye level (or higher if the top person can 
perform a step up correctly) holding the left foot. 

Middle

Main Base - Dips with top steping up onto the left leg and driving top up. Releases top’s foot to allow top to twist. Reach 
high for catch. 
 
Side Base - Dips with top standing up and driving top up. Once top’s momentum is moving up and top is feeling 
weightless rotate right hand and top 360 degrees. As rotation completes returns left hand to under top’s leg to help 
resist the down.
 
Top - Steps up quickly onto left leg.  Once at the top looks over left shoulder pulling the right shoulder and hip to 1/4 
to the front. Once facing the front the right leg kicks to the extended arm.  Snap the right foot and right arm down and 
across to help complete the twist.  
 
Spotter -  Dips with top standing up and driving top up. Once top’s momentum is moving up and top is feeling 
weightless rotate right hand and top 360 degrees. The spotter can NOT let go of the tops foot at any point in time during 
the furation of this skill.

Exit

Bases - Back arm catches lower to mid back, front arm catches upper thigh.  Stay 
in close so Top Persons hips do not fall through.  Bend the knees as you catch to 
absorb the impact of the Top.

Top - Squeezing the core and legs together keep arms in tight to font/sides of body.  
 
Spotter - As rotation completes returns left hand to under top’s leg to help resist 
the down.
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Drills:
• Top person practicing  
    stepping onto a panel mat  
    and locking out legs
• Timing drills
• Twisting drills

• Pushups
• Squats 
• Core 


